
For the last assignment I’d like you to consolidate the work in your book. There is 
no perfect amount of pages you should have completed. Art is a constant journey 
and is assessed on the journey you present. This includes observational drawings, 
photos, artist research, developments, experiments, annotation using art 
vocabulary. 
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The tasks set so far should all be fully developed, complete and done to your highest 
standard. If not submitted already online please do so through SMH or by email. 

For the remainder of this term I would like you to consider how you can best show your Portraits ‘journey’. 
There are so many possibilities and a lot of this will depend on the artists you now choose to look at. Also 
remember to do your own observations. It is not enough to simply make copies of their work. You must then 
show how they have influenced your own work. I have included a few ideas of techniques you may want to try 
out. 
Art annotation examples and sentence starters included as some students have said they are finding it difficult 
to know what to write in sketchbooks. 
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You can try looking around to see 
what unusual art materials you can 
find at home. Try coffee, coffee 
grounds, tea, ice, beetroot, lemons 
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FLORIAN NICOLLE 

Digital artist and illustrator Florian Nicolle (previously here and here) blends layers of newsprint, 
watercolor, pencil, and digital painting to create rich, frenetic portraits that seem to fly off the canvas. Over 
the past few years, Nicolle has been tapped by some of the world’s largest brands including Nike, Adobe, 
Warner Brothers, and ESPN, but still finds time for personal work. You can explore more on Behance and 
on his website.
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Examples of students Artist Research pages. 
Consider layout: title, annotation, art work. 
You can leave space for print outs. 
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When experimenting with 
materials/ ideas include notes in 
your sketchbook which explain 
your thoughts and process. 
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Produce a piece of practical work
A sculpture based on jacques or 
Giacometti 

Junior Fritz Jaquet creates sculpture by recycling one single sheet  of very simple materials like paper and card 
into sculptures. He  folds, creases and models without any collage or cutting. He has  a skill at using the natural 
textures and folds You can see more  of his work here: https://juniorfritzjacquet.com/jfj/ 

1. Use materials that you find around your home. For Example:  
paper, wire, sticks, loo roll inners, cardboard, string, leaves  or dried 

grass/stalks and things from the garden. Be safe  do not go to 
collect materials!

After World War 2 Alberto Giacometti created his most  famous 
sculptures: his extremely tall and slender  figurines, these elongated, 
withered representations of  the human form, look delicate but are 
really quite strong.  They are made of metal and are vert heavily 
textured. 

Some are tiny and some are real human height 

To start EXPLORE joining methods to see what works. Try  folding, 
glue, knotting, bending or creasing, you could even  try not cutting:!

When you have a method that works make a final sculptures  of 
figures that you like.!

Experiment with lighting to make it look more dramatic and  make 
the shapes stronger!

Draw or photograph the results, record this in your book!
!

He even made animals!
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Some more examples of 
work by Junior Fritz Jaquet. 
You can try this with a toilet 
roll. 
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Michael Moccia is a young, American artist who creates his art 
on unusual surfaces. Here is an example on shopping receipts. 
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Example of work by Nunzio 
Paci and a students 
sketchbook response. 

https://www.widewalls.ch/artists/nunzio-paci
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Here is a reminder of GCSE Art 
Assessment Objectives. 
They all have an equal weighting. 

Any artist you decide to look at 
should be explored fully. Explain how 
they have influenced your own work. 
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It’s important to use Art vocabulary 
when doing your sketchbook 
annotation. 

Make sure you understand the 
word you are using so it is in 
context and makes sense. 




This Art taxonomy is also useful. It 
provides a list of alternative words 
which can be used. 

This could improve your sketchbook 
annotation. It avoids constant 
repetition of certain words. 
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